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Meetings – who needs them?
In today’s corporate world, the answer is just about everyone – but not always in the same way. Your meeting
might involve a couple of people in a room or it could require five people in five continents and several time
zones. That used to be tricky – an international juggling game of personal diaries, available meeting space and
equipment. But not anymore, thanks to Rendezvous, the leading scheduling software used worldwide by busy law
firms, businesses, healthcare facilities and conference centres.

Rendezvous and Reserva Room Signage:



Book rooms, desks and all vended services such as catering,
AV, IT and VC (via Rendezvous)



Provide on screen check in / check out and minimise “no
shows"



Utilise room signage as part of a corporate communications
platform



Book, extend and shorten the meeting from the room sign.
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Enterprise Level Scheduling Solution

Whether your meeting is on a single site or in multiple
locations, Rendezvous checks diaries and quickly puts
the right people together with full time-zone awareness.
It even helps you organise catering, video conferencing,
telepresence and AV resources – all controlled from
anywhere in the world via any device with a browser or
seamlessly via Outlook.

The modern workforce needs to manage meetings
on the move; Rendezvous Mobile delivers this.
The integration with Reserva ensures that the entire
meeting experience is seamless, from booking the
room, arriving on site and checking in to your
meeting.

London

Our expert consultants work closely with you to
understand your requirements fully and to provide the
perfect solution.
We take pride in our award-winning 24/7 helpdesk,
too - so you can make your IT investment with
complete confidence that you’ll receive great service,
a superb solution and excellent value for money.

Call us for a Rendezvous consultation today!
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